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Plan:Sketch of history of reactor neutrino physics over 
five decades since the Reines-Cowan proof of neutrino  
existence in the late 50s till the advent of the present  
era of precision reactor neutrino oscillation experiments.   
 
 
There are three chapters of this story: 
i)  Exploration of possibilities in the 60s and 70s; 
       F. Reines and collaborators observe reactor neutrino reactions 
       involving protons, deuterons and electrons as targets. 
ii)  Looking for oscillations under the streetlamp in the 80s and 90s; 
       experiments with detectors at the most convenient positions, less  
       than 100 m from the reactor core. Exploring the reactor neutrino  
       spectrum. 
iii)   Exploring oscillations with known (almost) Δm2

atm and Δm2
sol : 

       Once atmospheric and solar neutrinos were discovered, and the 
       corresponding Δm2

atm and Δm2
sol roughly determined, it became 

       clear that the distance L should be at least ~50 km to explore 
       oscillations corresponding to Δm2

sol, realized with KamLAND, 
       and L = 1-2 km for Δm2

atm leading to Chooz, Palo Verde and 
       the present generation Daya-Bay, RENO and DoubleChooz. 
     



Reminder: Electron antineutrino induced reactions  
observable at reactors: 
 
 
ν + p  à  e+ + n       ccp          σ  ≃ 63x10-44 cm2/fission       Eth = 1.8 MeV  
ν + d à e+ + n + n     ccd          σ  ≃ 1.1x10-44 cm2/fission       Eth = 4.0 MeV 
ν  + d à ν  + n + p   ncd          σ  ≃ 3.1x10-44 cm2/fission       Eth = 2.2 MeV        
ν  + e- à ν + e-       el. sc.        σ  ≃  0.4x10-44 cm2/fission       Erange 1-6 MeV 

All these reactions were actually studied with reactor neutrinos. 
(see E. Pasierb et al. , Phys. Rev. Lett. 43, 96 (1979) for the reactions 
on deuterium, and F. Reines et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 37, 315 (1976) for 
the neutrino electron scattering)  
For oscillations, obviously, the most suitable, and hence almost  
exclusively used is the inverse neutron beta decay (IBD) or ccp reaction. 



Reactor electron antineutrinos are usually detected through 
the inverse neutron beta decay (IBD) 

e nepν ++ → +
2e e γ+ −+ →

Capture on H or Gd, 
Delayed signal, 2.2, 8 MeV 

Prompt signal Peak at 4 MeV 

Capture on H 
Capture on Gd 

Neutron capture after thermalization 

u  Inverse beta decay reaction, 
proposed by Pontecorvo, called 
Cowan-Reines reaction 

u  Coincidence of  
ð Prompt: positron, energy 

correlated to neutrino energy 
ð Delayed: neutron capture 

u  10,000 times bkg reduction 



In  late 70s the idea of neutrino oscillations became 
a hot subject (note that the famous Phys. Rept. by 
Bilenky and Pontecorvo appeared in 1978.) 
 
Reactor experiments with ~MeV neutrinos were 
reasonably realistic at that time, with detectors 
at L < 100 m from the reactor core and were 
sensitive to the oscillations with Δm2 near 1 eV2. 
 
Large number (more that 20) of such experiments 
were performed, constraining a range of  Δm2 and 
mixing angles.  
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Evidence for Neutrino Instability
F. Reines, H. W. Sobel, and E. Pasierb

Department of Physics, University of California at Irvine, Irvine, Calzfornia 92717
(Received 24 April 1980)

This Letter reports indications of neutrino instability obtained from data taken on the
charged- and neutral-current branches of the reaction

n+ n+ e+ (ccd)
v~ + d n+ p+ v, (ncd)

at 11.2 m from a 2000-MW reactor. These results at the (2-3)-standard-deviation level,
based on the departure of the measured ratio (ccd/nca') from the expected value, make
clear the importance of further experimentation to measure the v~ spectrum versus
distance-.

PACS numbers: 14.60.6h, 12.20.Hx, 13.15.+g
We have measured cross sections for the

charged- and neutral-current branches of the
interactions of fission neutrinos with deuterons:

n+n+e' (ccd)
v~ +6 n+p+r, (ncd) '

As described elsewhere, ' we exposed 268 kg of
D,O to the neutrino flux from a 2000-MW reactor
located 11.2 m away.
Table I is an updated summary of data listed

as "mode B"in the work of Pasierb et a~. , ' in-

eluding additional data in that mode. A complete
reexamination of these data and data from a sepa-
rate subsequent mode resulted in small changes
from those informally reported earlier.
To obtain the results listed in Table I each

mode was separated into several time groupings,
each containing reactor-on and -off data. Reactor-
associated single- and double-neutron rates were
obtained for each group. From these data, the
measured detection efficiencies averaged over
the detector, (zl') = 0.112+ 0.009 for double-neu-

TABLE I. Data summary for vreacto r + d experiment.

Mode
(live days)

Observed
number of
neutrons

Weighted mean
reactor-off
events/day

On-off events/day
{reactor associated)

B

47.1 off
C

19.3 off

346.2+ 2.7
49.7+ 1.0

438.9+ 4.8
47.4+ 1.6

68.3 + 4.1
3.66+ 1.67

67.8 + 19.0
2.24+ 2.31
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TABLE II. Summary of results for the ratio (o'«&t )/(&|h«&| ) .

Distance
from

core center
(m) Reaction

Neutrino
detection
threshold
(MeV)

AG
spectrum

Ratio
Measured

DVMS v, spectrum
spectrum (preliminary)

11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
6
6

ncd
ccd
egg
cQ
cQ
egg

2.2
4.0
4.0
6.0
1.8
4.0

0.83 6 0.13
0.32+ 0.14
0.68+ 0.12
0.42+ 0.09
0.65+ 0.09
0.81+0.11

1.10+0.16
0.44+ 0.19
0.88+ 0.15
0.58+ 0.12
0.84+ 0.12
1.02 + 0.15

1.3 +0.22
0.61+ 0.29
=—1.0
=—1.0

1.19+0.27

'This number is uncertain because the v, spectrum has thus far been meas-
ured ) 4 MeV. If oscillations occur, the spectrum could be depressed below 4
MeV thus increasing this ratio.

ta mentioned above, and the 6.0-m proton data
from an earlier experiment, ' were employed.
We note that, since our measurement of the

neutrino spectrum is only sensitive to v„ it
should enable us to correctly predict the ratio for
the charged-current branch. Table II indicates
that the preliminary prediction for this ratio with
use of the measured spectrum is 1.3 standard
deviations from the expected value of unity. If
the difference can be attributed to a normalization
error between the two experiments, it would have
no effect on the ratio S. If, however, the differ-
ence is due to a statistical fluctuation and we
choose for the charged current the most likely
value consistent with the two experiments, then
the ratio S would become 0.62+0.16. We note in
this case that whereas S has increased, its error
has diminished, reflecting the greater precision
of the prediction based on the measured v, spec-
trum.
The idea of neutrino oscillations was proposed

in analogy with the K' system by Nakagawa,
Okonogi, Sakata, and Toyoda and by Pontecorvo. '
If we so interpret these results' and for illustra-
tive purposes assume only two base states to be
involved, ' then we find from the value of S, a
relationship between the allowed values of sin'26I
(where 8 is the mixing angle) and b, =m, ' —m, ',
where m, and m, are the masses to be associated
with these two states. The allowed regions are
shown in Fig. 1.
In the same way, allowed regions can be drawn

for each of the experiments listed in Table II.'
In these cases, however, any conclusions are
once again strongly dependent on the reactor-neu-
trino spectrum. For the Avignon-Greenwood
spectrum there is an overlapping region consis-
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FIG. 1. Allowed regions of ~ and sin~ 20 for R= 0.38
+ 0.21.

tent with alj. tne experiments at 11.2 m but not
with the &4 MeV data at 6 m. We note that small
changes in the normalization of the 6-m data
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The claim for evidence of oscillations officially withdrawn in 
F. Reines, Nucl. Phys. A396, 469c (1983) .  



The ILL experiment: H. Kwon et al. Phys. Rev. D 24, 1097 (1981): 
 
 57 MW reactor with 235U enriched to 93%, detector at 8.76 m, 377 l   

SEARCH FOR NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS AT A FISSION REACTOR &Q99

a 30-day period, 5.3 electron antineutrinos are
emitted ' as a result of P decays of the fission
fragments. For the mean energy released per
fission for one measuring period (40 days) (not
including the antineutrino energy) we have taken
]99y 2 Me&. Thus the ILL reactor constitutes a
source strength of 9.5 x 10"electron antineutrinos
per second.
The reactor core is a cylinder, 40 cm in dia-

meter and 80 cm in height. This small "pointlike"
core makes the ILL reactor ideal for studying
short oscillation lengths for which the effects
would be averaged out in measurements at a
power reactor.
The operating cycle of the reactor consists of a

40-day reactor-on period followed by a 10-day re-
actor-off period. The reactor-off periods were
used to measure the background.
The detector was designed with emphasis on

good positron-energy resolution, low background,
and high detection efficiency. The effect of os-
cill.ations would be washed out with poor energy
resolution. A sensitivity to the parameter 4'
between 0.1 and 5 eV' should be achievable under
these conditions.
The most appropriate and accurate method for

obtaining the expected antineutrino spectrum emit-
ted from the reactor core is a measurement of
the electron spectrum accompanying "'U fission.
Such a measurement has recently been conducted'
at ILL using an on-line magnetic P spectrometer.
The accuracy of the relative shape measurement
is 2% to which a normalization error of 5% has to
be added. The uncertainty attributed to the neu-
trino spectrum, including a 4% conversion error,
is 6.5%. In the following anaiysis we have adopted
this ILL spectrum and shall. refer to it as "ex-
pected neutrino spectrum for no oscillations".
A recent electron-spectrum measurement at

ORNL (Ref. 25) tends to agree with the ILL re-
sults' although this experiment was not taken on-
line and thus is less sensitive to short-lived fis-
sion fragments.
There are several calculations of the reactor

antineutrino spectrum, notably those by Davis
et al."and by Avignone and Greenwood. " The
uncertainty in the spectrum of Davis et al.' is
estimated to be from 10% at 2 MeV to 80% at 8
MeV. The Davis et al. spectrum is found to be in
good agreement with the ILL spectrum. In con-
tra, st, the spectrum of Ref. 26 is systematically
80% higher than the ILL results.
The antineutrinos emerging from the P decays

of the surrounding material activated by the neu-
trons have low energies. In the case of the ILL
reactor, the core contains aluminum which can
emit antineutrinos with a maximum energy of 2.8

MeV. Since only events with E„&1MeV (i.e. ,
E„&2.8 MeV) are accepted in this experiment,
antineutrinos below 2.8 MeV are of no importance.
About 16% of the fission-product antineutrinos
have energies greater than 2.8 MeV.

Detection reaction

Umbrella

Target
Cells ~

AYEÃX/ip~Fi~" ';:
CH2

l,6 2,2 3,4 4,6 5,2

P,3

He
Chambers

izizzzizzzzzzi~~iui~
FIG. 1. Experimental arrangement of the detector

system and shielding.

The detector is set up at an effective distance
of 8.76 m (antineutrino flux of 9.8x10" cm ' s ')
from the reactor core in the basement of the reac-
tor building. The detector is a multilayer sand-
wich of five liquid-scintillator planes and four
'He-wire-counter planes as shown in Fig. 1.
A schematic representation of the detection

reaction is shown in Fig. 2. The antineutrino in-
teracts with a proton of the liquid scintillator in
the target cell, making a positron and a neutron.
The positron slows down by ionization in the
liquid scintil. lator producing a prompt light pulse
proportional to the energy of the positron. Upon
stopping, the positron annihilates into two 0.511-
MeV y rays. Most of the annihil. ation y rays
escape from the target cel.l, since their mean
absorption length is 14 cm in the liquid scintil-
lator. This effect was taken into account in the
analysis. A hardware threshold was set at about
0.85 Mev.
The neutron (of a few keV) does not make a

pulse in the liquid scintillator. Instead, it is
thermalized in the target cell within a few p. s
and diffuses into the 'He counter with a mean
diffusion time of about 150 p, s. The neutron is
captured in a 'He counter via the reaction n
+'He-p+'H+765 keV. 'He is chosen because
it has a large neutron capture cross section
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FIG. 12. Positron energy spectrum. The solid curve represents the expected positron spectrum based on the ILL
electron-spectrum measurement. The calculated spectra AG (Ref. 26) and D et al. (Ref. 22) are also shown. No errors
are indicated.

Experimental positron spectrum

The experimental positron energy spectrum
is obtained by subtracting the reactor-off spec-
trum from the reactor-on spectrum. This spec-
trum is shown in Table IV and Fig. 12 with sta-
tistical errors only. 'The signal-to-background
ratio is 1:1at 2 MeV and better above that energy.
In total, 4890+ 180 neutrino-induced events have
been detected with a counting rate of (1.58+ 0.06)
h ' (live time) for E,++ & 1 MeV.
The expected positron spectrum for no oscilla-

tion is also plotted in Fig. 12. This spectrum is
based on the on-l. ine electron spectrum experiment
of Ref. 23 as discussed above.
Systematic errors affecting the positron spec-

trum are summarized as follows: (1) the un-
certainty in the normalization of the intensity of
the antineutrino energy spectrum (6.5%%uo); (2) the un-
certainty in the detection efficiency (8'%%uo); (3)
the uncertainty in the inverse-P-decay cross
section (neutron lifetime) (1.2%); (4) the uncer-
tainty in the energy release per fission (l%%uo);

(5) the instability of the reactor power (less than
1%); (6) all other uncertainties (less than 2%%uo).

Thus, there is a resulting ll'%%uo total systematic
error which is essentially energy independent.
In addition, a possible distortion of the spectrum
associated with a 2% energy calibration uncer-
tainty must be taken into account.

Results and discussions

The ratio of the experimental to expected integral
positron yield for E,,&1 MeV was found to be

= 0.955 a 0.035(statistical)fY. (E.+)dE:'
sb OSC 8 8

+ 0.11 (systematic) .
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FIG. 13. The ratio of the experimental to the theoreti-
cal positron yield. The errors shown with data points
are statistical errors only. The systematic errors are
given by the dotted banal as explained in the text. For
each set of 4 and sin 28 the normalization and gain
were varied, within their uncertainties, to find the low-
est values of y . Three curves corresponding to the indi-
cated sets of parameters are shown.
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were varied, within their uncertainties, to find the low-
est values of y . Three curves corresponding to the indi-
cated sets of parameters are shown.

Conclusion:	No	evidence	for	oscillations	and	



However this happened 15 years later: 
A. Houmadda et al.	AppL	Radiat.	Isot.	Vol.	46,	449	(1995).	Quotes:	
 
In	the	spring	of	1990,	it	was	announced	that	the	operating	power	of	the	high-flux	
reactor	of	Institute	Laue	Langevin	(ILL),	Grenoble,	had	been	incorrectly	reported		
since	its	earliest	days	of	operation.	One	impact	of	this	is	that	the	ILL	reactor	was		
operated	at	1.095	times	it's	rated	full	power	(	57	MW	thermal).	It	also	affects	the		
results	of	experiment	conducted	by	a	collaboration	from	Caltech,	Munich,		
and	ISN-GRENOBLE	which	searched	for	neutrino	oscillations	at	ILL	reactor.	
 
In	conclusion,	the	reanalysis	of	ILL	experiment	shows	a	depletion	of	18%		
in	the	neutrino	flux.	(Neutron	lifetime	and	the	reactor	flux	were	also	changed.)	
Thus	the ratio	of	experimental	to	expected	integral	positron	yield	is	only	
0.832			3.5	%(stat)			8.87	%(syst).	
	
 
Note that in the recent Osiris experiment (G. Boireau et al., 1509.05610) at 7.21m 
distance, fuel enriched to 19.75% of 235U, Robs/Rpred  = 1.014   0.108.  
The conditions are quite similar to the ILL experiment, yet the result agrees with 
the expectations. Hence the disagreement at ILL remains unexplained. 
 

±	±	

±	



Clearly, the knowledge of the reactor neutrino 
spectrum is crucial. So,how it could be determined? 

There are two ways, each with its strengths and weaknesses: 
 
1)  Add the beta decay spectra of all fission fragments. 
      That obviously requires the knowledge of the fission 
       yields (how often is a given isotope produced in fission), 
       halflifes, branching ratios, and endpoints of all beta branches,  
       and spectrum shape of each of them. And error bars of 
       all of that. 
2)    Measure the electron spectrum associated with fission and 
       convert it into the neutrino spectrum using the fact that 
       the electron and neutrino share the available energy of each 
       decay. Requires a realistic estimate of the error involved 
       in the conversion. The electron spectra of 235U,239Pu, and 241Pu 
       fission were determined in 1980-1990 at ILL, Grenoble. 
       They were republished with finer binning in arXiv 1405.3501. 
        Less accurate 238U spectrum for fast neutron fission is 
        in Haag et al., PRL 112,122501 (2014). 
 
       
 



Electron	energy	(MeV)	

Electron and antineutrino spectrum associated with fission is composed of ~6000  
beta decay branches from the decay of the neutron rich fission fragments 

Figure from Sonzogni et al, PRC 91,011301 
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Measured electron spectrum of 235U, 
and the statistical errors 

Ratio of the 235U beta spectra measured at 
two different reactor powers, 57 and 4 MW. 
statistical uncertainly below 1%; very different 
backgrounds   
 

Slide from K. Schreckenbach, SNAC, 2011 



et	al.	

Model	3:	Based	on	the	conversion	of	the	ILL	electron	spectra	by	Schreckebach	et	al.	
Note	the	perfect	agreement.	No	hint	of	the	``bump”.	
	
The	`positron	energy’	is	just	the	kinetic	energy,	no	annihilation.	The	``bump”	should	
be	centered	at	about	4	MeV.	



Goesgen experiments (1981-1985): Analogous detector to that of ILL was used in  
Goesgen (Switzerland) with a single power reactor. About 104 events observed at 
each distance. No evidence for oscillations but, perhaps, a hint for the``bump”.  
                                                                                                Not recognized at the 
                                                                                                time, though. 
 

34 NEUTRINO-OSCILLATION EXPERIMENTS AT THE GOSGEN. . .
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FIG. 12. (a) Experimental spectra for reactor-on and reactor-off periods after application of all selection criteria. Bin width 0.305
MeV. The errors shown are statistical. The contributions of the accidental background are indicated by the dashed curves. (b) Mea-
sured and predicted positron yields. The measured positron spectra obtained from the subtraction of reactor-on and reactor-off spec-
tra are shown for experiments I—III. The errors shown are statistical. The solid curves represent the predicted positron yields de-
rived by using the (fitted) reactor antineutrino spectrum S&(E„)for the case of no oscillations and therefore is based exclusively upon
data from our experiments I—III. The dashed curves represent the predicted positron yields derived by using the spectrum S~(F.„)
based on independent P-spectroscopic data.

oscillation function given by Eq. (5), r(E +,E'+) is the
energy response function of the detector (Sec. IVA), and
h(1. ,1. } is a spatial distribution function, which ac-
counts for the spread of the distances I.J due to the
geometrical extent of the reactor core and the neutrino
detector. This function was determined by Monte Carlo
simulation.
Using the reactor antineutrino spectrum Sa(E„)of Eq.

(7) and assuming the absence of neutrino oscillations we
obtain from Eq. (13) the predicted positron yields shown
in Table IV. Table V lists separately for experiments

I—III the ratios of the integrated experimental positron
yield to the corresponding integrated yield predicted for
no oscillations. The systematic errors of the three ratios
are highly correlated and arise essentially from uncertain-
ties in the absolute normalization of the reactor antineu-
trino spectrum (3.0%, 68% C.L.), the cross section (2%,
68% C.L.) the detection efficiency (3.8%, 68% C.L.), and
the reactor power (2%, 68% C.L.). Together with a few
more error sources of ~ l% each, ~e obtain by quadratic
addition a correlated systematic error of 6%. The indivi-
dual systematic errors reflect detector instabilities of 1%

G. Zacek et al. Phys. Rev.  
D 34, 2621 (1986) 



When the data at three distances are combined together, excess at ~ 5 MeV 
becomes visible. Plotted as a ratio the ``bump” clearly emerges, very similar to 
the one observed by RENO or Chooz. The significance is ~3σ.The likelihood test 
(statistical errors only) excludes no-bump hypothesis at 3.8σ level. 
 

Plots by Viktor and Gabriele Zacek, see 1807.01810 



  This is the end of the era of essentially blind exploration. In the late 1990 the 
phenomenon of neutrino oscillations was, at least tentatively, established. 
   Study of atmospheric neutrinos led to the assignment of Δm2

atm~2-4x10-3 eV2. 
Study of solar neutrinos had, still, several possible solutions, but increasingly 
the LMA with Δm2

sol ~ 10-4 eV2 became the preferred one. 
 
 
    For the reactor neutrino physics it suggested two areas: 
1) Perform experiments at ~ 1 km corresponding to the Δm2

atm and try to 
    determine or constrain the angle θ13. Note that atmospheric neutrinos, 
    with nearly maximal νµ à ντ oscillation probability are insensitive to θ13.
     This program was realized by the Chooz and Palo Verde experiments. 
2) Perform an experiment at ~ 100 km corresponding to the Δm2

sol and try 
    to demonstrate the validity of the oscillation interpretation of the 
    solar neutrino observations. This program was realized by the KamLAND 
    experiment. 



~180	km	



~80 GW : 6% of world nuclear power 

~25GW	:		
	most	powerful	station		

		in	the	world	



238U: (3.5±0.5)·10-18 g/g              needed 10-14 g/g 
232Th: (5.2±0.8)·10-17 g/g  

τ=(219±29) µs  Expected: 237 µs  



 
 Δm2 = 5.5x10-5 eV2 

 sin2 2Θ = 0.833 

Mixing parameters 
of G.Fogli et al.,  
PRD66, 010001-406, 
(2002) 

From Eguchi et al., PRL 90, 021802 (2003)

During filling water extraction and nitrogen stripping [7]
purified the LS and buffer oil (BO). The buffer oil density
is 0.04% lower than the LS. A 1879 photomultiplier tube
array, mounted on the containment vessel, completes the
inner detector (ID). There are 1325 newly developed fast
17-inch-diameter photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) and 554
older Kamiokande 20-inch PMTs [8]. The total photo-
cathode coverage is 34% but only the 17-inch PMTs with
22% coverage are used for the present analysis. A 3-mm-
thick acrylic barrier at 16.6-m diameter reduces radon
from PMT glass in the LS. The containment vessel is
surrounded by a 3.2 kton water-Cherenkov detector with
225 20-inch PMTs. This outer detector (OD) absorbs !
rays and neutrons from surrounding rock and acts as a tag
for cosmic-ray muons. The primary ID trigger threshold
is 200 PMT hits, corresponding to about 0.7 MeV. The
threshold goes to 120 hits for 1 msec after a primary
trigger. The OD trigger threshold corresponds to > 99%
tagging efficiency.

Energy response in the 0.5 to 7.5 MeV range is cali-
brated with 68Ge, 65Zn, 60Co, and Am-Be !-ray sources
deployed at various positions along the vertical axis.
Detected energy is obtained from the number of observed
photoelectrons (p.e.) after corrections for gain variation,
solid angle, density of PMTs, shadowing by suspension
ropes, and transparencies of the LS and BO. Figure 2(a)
shows the fractional deviation of the reconstructed ener-
gies from the known source energies. The 68Ge and 60Co
sources emit two coincident ! rays and are plotted at an
average energy in Fig. 2(a). The observed energy resolu-
tion is !7:5%=

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

E"MeV#
p

.
The energy scale is augmented from studies of the

radiation from 40K and 208Tl and Bi-Po contaminants,
as well as 12B- and 12N-spallation products, and ! rays
from neutron capture on protons and 12C. The recon-
structed energy varies by less than 0.5% within a 10-m-
diameter volume except for 1.6% variations near the
chimney. The energy scale is stable to 0.6% during the
run. Corrections for quenching and Cherenkov light pro-
duction are included, and contribute to the systematic
error in Fig. 2(a). The estimated systematic error in the

energy is 1.9% at our 2.6 MeVanalysis threshold giving a
2.1% uncertainty in the rate above threshold.

Event locations are reconstructed from the timing of
PMT hits. After energy-dependent radial adjustments, the
known source positions are reconstructed to !5 cm; the
typical position resolution is !25 cm. Vertex reconstruc-
tion performance throughout the LS volume is verified by
reproducing the uniform distribution of 2.2 MeV capture
!’s from spallation neutrons, as shown in Fig. 2(b).

The data presented in this Letter were collected from
March 4 through October 6, 2002.We obtained 370 $ 106

events in 145.1 d of live time at an average trigger rate of
’ 30 Hz. Events with less than 10 000 p.e. (!30 MeV)
and no prompt OD tag are ‘‘reactor- !""e candidates’’; more
energetic events are ‘‘muon candidates.’’

The selection cuts for !""e events are the following:
(i) fiducial volume (R< 5 m), (ii) time correla-
tion (0:5 #sec< "T < 660 #sec), (iii) vertex corre-
lation ("R< 1:6 m), (iv) delayed energy
(1:8MeV<Edelay < 2:6 MeV), and (v) a requirement
that the delayed vertex position be more than 1.2 m
from the central vertical axis to eliminate background
from LS monitoring thermometers. The overall efficiency
for the events from criteria (ii)–(v) including the effect of
(i) on the delayed vertex is "78:3 % 1:6#%.

Including annihilation, the detected energy for posi-
trons is the kinetic energy plus twice the rest energy;
thus on the average e& from !""e events yield
Eprompt ' E !""e

( !EEn ( 0:8MeV, where !EEn is the average
recoil energy of the neutron. Antineutrinos from 238U and
232Th in the Earth, ‘‘geoneutrinos’’ ( !""geo) can produce
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FIG. 2. (a) The fractional difference of the reconstructed
average energies and known source ! energies. The dashed
lines show the adopted systematic error. (b) The R3 vertex
distribution of 2.2 MeV neutron capture !’s. The level of
uniformity over the fiducial volume is used in the estimate of
the fiducial volume uncertainty.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the KamLAND detector.
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KamLAND experiment: ~1 kt detector 
exposed to the combined flux of all 
reactors in Japan. Average L ~ 180 km. 
Observed rate ~0.3 events/(ton x year), 
which is  
of the no oscillation expactation. 
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KamLAND has measured the flux of !!!e ’s from distant nuclear reactors. We find fewer !!!e events than
expected from standard assumptions about !!!e propagation at the 99.95% C.L. In a 162 ton ! yr exposure
the ratio of the observed inverse "-decay events to the expected number without !!!e disappearance is
0:611 " 0:085#stat$ " 0:041#syst$ for !!!e energies > 3:4 MeV. In the context of two-flavor neutrino
oscillations with CPT invariance, all solutions to the solar neutrino problem except for the ‘‘large
mixing angle’’ region are excluded.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.90.021802 PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq, 26.65.+t, 28.50.Hw, 91.65.Dt

The primary goal of the Kamioka Liquid Scintil-
lator Anti-Neutrino Detector (KamLAND) [1] is a
search for the oscillation of !!!e ’s emitted from dis-
tant power reactors. The long baseline, typically 180 km,
enables KamLAND to address the oscillation solution
[2,3] of the ‘‘solar neutrino problem’’ [4] with !!!e’s
under laboratory conditions. The inverse "-decay reac-
tion, !!!e % p ! e% % n is used to detect !!!e’s in liquid
scintillator (LS) [5]. Detecting both the e% and the de-
layed 2.2 MeV #-ray from neutron capture on a proton is a
powerful tool for reducing background. This Letter
presents first results from an analysis of 162 ton! yr
(145.1 d) of the reactor !!!e data.

KamLAND occupies the site of the earlier Kamio-
kande [6], under 2700 m.w.e. of rock resulting in 0.34 Hz
of cosmic-ray muons in the detector. Shown in Fig. 1,
the neutrino detector/target is 1 kton of ultrapure LS
contained in a 13-m-diameter spherical balloon made of
135-$m-thick transparent nylon/EVOH (ethylene vinyl
alcohol copolymer) composite film. A network of Kevlar
ropes supports and constrains the balloon. The LS is 80%
dodecane, 20% pseudocumene (1,2,4-trimethylbenzene),
and 1:52 g=liter of PPO (2,5-diphenyloxazole) as a fluor.
A buffer of dodecane and isoparaffin oils between the
balloon and an 18-m-diameter spherical stainless-steel
containment vessel shields the LS from external radiation.
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Energy spectrum adds substantial information 

T.	Araki	et	al.	Phys.	Rev.	Lett.	94,	081801	(2005)		

Fit to rate and shape 
analysis gives 
Δm2 = (7.9+0.6

-0.5) x10-5eV2 

with a large uncertainty 
on tan2θ = 0.46
 



 
Present global analysis, three flavors Δm2

21 = 7.53+-0.18, tan2θ12 = 0.443+-0.019 

Araki et al. Phys.Rev.Lett.100,221803(2008)	

Allowed regions from 
KamLAND and solar 
neutrino experiments, 
two flavor anbalysis. 
Δm2=(7.58+0.14

-0.13(stat) 
0.15

-0.15(syst))x10-5eV2 

 



KamLAND uses a range of L and it cannot assign a specific L  
to each event.Nevertheless the ratio of detected/expected 
for L0/E (or 1/E) is an interesting quantity, as it decouples 
oscillation pattern from the reactor energy spectrum 

Araki et al. Phys.Rev.Lett.100,221803 



spares	



Simple estimate of the cross section: 
At low (~MeV)energies it can depend only on E (the energy of 
the neutrino or positron). Hence σ ~ GF

2 E2 (hc)2. 
GF  = 1.17 x 10-11 MeV-2, hc = 2x10-11MeV cm. 
Thus σ ~ 10-44 cm2 (as in Bethe and Peierls 1934) 

Better, lowest order in Ee/Mn estimate: 
The IBD cross section: ν+ p à  n + e+   is simply related 
to the neutron beta decay n à p + e- + ν  
Namely σ ≅ 2π2/me

5 x Ee pe /f τn where τn is the neutron 
lifetime. Corrections are easy to evaluate accurately 
and thus the uncertainty in σ is the same as in τn ~1%.



Combined solar ν – KamLAND 2-flavor analysis  

Includes (small) matter effects 
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A limited range of baselines contribute to the flux 
of reactor antineutrinos at Kamioka 

Over the data period 
Reported here 

 
Korean reactors 

3.4±0.3% 
 

Rest of the world 
+JP research reactors 

1.1±0.5% 
 

Japanese spent fuel 
0.04±0.02% 


